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Two-step kinetics of As/P exchange reaction
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A simple two-step mechanism is used to derive the kinetics of the As/P exchange reaction which
takes place on an epitaxially grown InP surface exposed to As flux. The first step involves surface
exchange of arsenic with phosphorus, which is then followed by the second step, bulk exchange of
arsenic~arsenic incorporation!. Two possible choices are investigated for bulk exchange: the same
exchange rate constant in the bulk and the same ratio of exchange rate constants in the bulk.
Transient and steady-state profiles of As composition and the maximum depth of the As/P exchange
reaction are derived analytically. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!04601-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quality of heterointerfaces is of critical importan
for high performance superlattice devices. Of these, mate
systems involving arsenic~As! and phosphorus~P! atoms
such as InGaAs/InP and~Al !GaInP/GaAs are technologicall
important for optoelectronic applications.1–9

The growth of these materials, however, is hampered
two major problems. One is the exchange of As with P, A
exchange;1–7 the other is arsenic carryover.8,9 In typical
growth experiments, the carryover is much less of a prob
than the exchange since caution can be taken in the ex
ments to minimize the former problem whereas the latte
an inherent one.

The As/P exchange reaction occurs during heterost
tural growth involving group V atoms. In the growth, th
surface group V atoms are easily substituted by differ
group V atoms that impinge onto the surface and minim
the surface energy by forming the most stable chem
bond.10 Experiments have shown that the As-containing s
face layer stabilizes at around a two monolayer~ML !
thickness.7 However, the thickness increases with increas
As exposure time, with the thickness being as deep as
ML for long exposure.3 But, according to scanning tunnelin
microscopy~STM! images, this may result from the rough
ness effects caused by many small islands on the surf
This surface exchange reaction deteriorates the metallurg
abruptness of the interface by creating a short range rou
ness that is smaller than the exciton diameter.

Although numerous studies have been carried out
As/P exchange, some of its key aspects including the
change depth and the composition profile have not been s
ied theoretically. In this article, we propose a simple tw
step kinetics mechanism for the As/P exchange that ta
place on an epitaxially grown InP surface exposed to As fl
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II. TWO-STEP KINETICS

The As/P exchange reaction is believed to occur in t
steps.1–3 The first step involves adsorption of As followed b
its incorporation into the surface layer by an exchange of
with P, which may also be called ‘‘surface exchange.’’ T
second is a bulk exchange step in which P in a given laye
exchanged with As in the adjoining two layers. According
this two-step mechanism, all the layers except for the surf
layer are bulk.

According to the surface exchange concept, the rate
surface exchange should be equal to the rate of adsorp
times the probability of exchange, i.e.,kdCAs(Ns2N1)
whereCAs is the arsenic concentration in the gas phase,Ns is
the concentration of total surface sites,N1 is the concentra-
tion of arsenic atoms in the first~surface! layer, andkd is the
rate constant including the probability rate constant. As
bulk exchange involving thenth layer, the arsenic concentra
tion in the layer increases as a result of the exchange f
below the layer, (n11)th, and decreases as a result of t
exchange to above the layer, (n21)th layer. Letke,n be the
rate constant for the probability of exchange from thenth
layer to the (n11)th layer, which can be considered th
forward exchange rate constant, andke,n8 be the same for the
exchange from thenth layer to the (n21)th layer, which can
be called the backward exchange rate constant. Then,
exchange rate from thenth layer to the (n11)th layer, for
example, can be written aske,nNn(Ns2Nn11) since only
(Ns2Nn11) sites are available in the (n11)th layer for the
exchange.

The kinetics can then be written as follows:

dN1

dt
5kdCAs~Ns2N1!2ke,1N1~Ns2N2!

1ke,28 N2~Ns2N1! ~ for n51!, ~1!
il:
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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dNn

dt
5ke,n21Nn21~Ns2Nn!2ke,nNn~Ns2Nn11!

2ke,n8 Nn~Ns2Nn21!

1ke,n118 Nn11~Ns2Nn! ~ for 2<n,b!, ~2!

dNb

dt
5ke,b21Nb21~Ns2Nb!2ke,bNb~Ns2Nb11!

2ke,b8 Nb~Ns2Nb21! ~ for n5b!, ~3!

where the subscriptb is for the layer right above the bottom
most layer in which there is no P exchange by As.

The kinetics equations can be solved for the profile a
function of time, given all the rate constants. However, mu
simpler and yet more effective relationships can be deri
for two possible choices. The first is one in which all t
exchange rate constants are the same except for the su
i.e., the same value of exchange rate~SVER! constant for the
bulk. For this choice, the rate equations reduce to

d f1

dt
5kdCAs~12 f 1!2ke,1Nsf 1~12 f 2!

1ke,1Nsf 2~12 f 1! ~ for n51!, ~4!

d fn

dt
5keNs@ f n21~12 f n!2 f n~12 f n11!2 f n~12 f n21!

1 f n11~12 f n!# ~ for 2<n,b!, ~5!

d fb

dt
5keNs@ f b21~12 f b!2 f b~12 f b11!

2 f b~12 f b21!# ~ for n5b!, ~6!

whereke is now the exchange rate constant that is the sa
for n>2 and f n(5Nn /Ns) is the fractional arsenic atom
concentration in thenth layer. Note forn52 that the back-
ward rate constantke,28 is different fromke but is the same as
ke,1 since the exchange is toward the surface.

The steady-state arsenic profile and the maximum de
to which the exchange occurs follow directly from Eqs.~4!–
~6!. The steady state profile is

f ns5 f 1s2a~12 f 1s!2~n22!b~12 f 1s! ~n>2!, ~7!

where

a5kdCAs /Nske,1 ,
~8!

b5kdCAs /Nske .

The fractional arsenic concentration in the surface layer,f 1s ,
is an unknown and it must be specified for the calculation
f ns . If the surface is exposed to As flux for an infini
amount of time, its value should be unity. However, t
steady state profile obtained is usually for a finite amoun
time and the value off 1s is not unity but, rather, a value ver
close to unity. This value may be determined from expe
mental data. However, the value is set such that 12 f 1s

51026 for the purpose of simulation and comparis
throughout this article.
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The maximum depth of As/P exchange can be obtai
from Eq. ~7! by settingf ns equal to zero

n* 5n215
f 1s

b~12 f 1s!
2g11, g[a/b, ~9!

wheren* is the maximum depth. The parameterg is the ratio
of exchange rate constant for the bulk to that for the surfa
Its value is much less than unity since it is much more d
ficult for the bulk As/P exchange to take place compa
with the surface exchange due to the lower mobility a
higher strain barrier in the bulk. An example for which d
tails are available is interdiffusion in a Si/Ge heterostructu
It is known that the activation barrier is typically 3–4 eV fo
Ge atoms in bulk Si or for Si in bulk Ge whereas the ene
associated with surface segregation is 1–2 eV.11 If the same
can be said about the InGaAs/InP system,12 the difference in
activation energies is at least 1 eV and the value ofg at a
typical growth temperature of 600 °C is of the order of 1026.

The second choice is one in which the ratio of the fo
ward exchange rate constant for thenth layer to that for the
(n11)th layer, or ke,n11 /ke,n , is constant atg, i.e., the
same ratio of exchange rate~SRER! constants. Then the for
ward exchange rate constant for thenth layer is given by

ke,n5gn21ke,1 . ~10!

From the definition, it follows that

ke,n8 5
1

g
ke,n . ~11!

Therefore, Eqs.~1!–~3! for this choice reduce to

d f1

dt
5kdCAs~12 f 1!2ke,1Nsf 1~12 f 2!

1ke,1Nsf 2~12 f 1! ~ for n51!, ~12!

d fn

dt
5ke,1Ns$g

n22@ f n21~12 f n!2 f n~12 f n21!#

2gn21@ f n~12 f n11!1 f n11~12 f n!#%

~ for 2<n,b!, ~13!

d fb

dt
5ke,1Ns$g

b22@ f b21~12 f b!2 f b~12 f b21!#

2gb21f b~12 f b11!% ~ for n5b!. ~14!

The steady state profile follows from Eqs.~12!–~14! in the
same manner as for the SVER:

f ns5 f 1s2a~12 f 1s!~kn2121/k21!,
~15!

k[1/g.

The maximum depth of As/P exchange is determined by
~15! and it is given by

n* 5n215

lnS 11
~k21! f 1s

a~12 f 1s!
D

ln k
. ~16!

The transients of the fractional arsenic concentration
the nth layer, f n(t), are shown in Fig. 1 for both the SVER
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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and the SRER as a function of time. Although the time p
gression predicted by the SRER trails that by the SVER,
profiles in both cases rapidly reach the point of compl
exchange (f n51). However, it takes a long time for th
exchange in the third layer to be noticeable. The steady s
profiles are shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that As/P excha
occurs only up to 3 ML in the case of the SRER, which
more realistic than the SVER, whereas it can reach up to
ML in the case of the SVER for an exchange rate cons

FIG. 1. Transient As profiles in underlying layers vs exposure time. T
dark symbols are for the SRER and the open symbols are for the SVER
parameter values areg52.531026, andkdCAs5ke,1Ns50.5 (s21).

FIG. 2. Steady-state As profiles,f ns , for a51 andb50.43106 (g52.5
31026). Note that a continuous line is used instead of discrete data po
for comparison purposes.
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ratio ~g! of 2.531026. This maximum depth of As/P ex
change is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the inverse
exchange rate constant ratio. As the value ofg approaches
zero or ask approaches infinity, the maximum depth of As
exchange in terms of the number of ML is 2 and is typica
2–3 ML for practical ranges of parameters in the case of
SRER. However, in the case of the SVER, the maxim
depth increases rapidly asg becomes larger, from which we
can conclude that the SRER is more realistic for the A
exchange reaction. Although now shown explicitly in Fig.
the steady-state penetration depth depends on temper
and AsH3 pressure,2,3 through parametersa and k. Accord-
ing to Eqs.~8! and ~9!, an increase in temperature results
a decrease in botha andk, which leads to an increase in th
penetration depth as shown in Fig. 3. This trend is in agr
ment with that reported in the literature.2,3 The arsenic pres-
sure, on the other hand, has the opposite effect on the de
An increase in the pressure results in an increase ina, which
in turn has the effect of decreasing the penetration dept
revealed in Fig. 3, although the effect would be minimal. N
definitive experimental results are available on the effects
arsenic pressure and therefore no comparison can be ma
this time.

III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Although the As/P exchange reaction has been stud
extensively,1–2 experimental data in the literature for th
transient As profile and the maximum exchange depth
rare. However, some comparisons can be made. Kobay
and Kobayashi2 reported the As/P exchange reaction mo
tored in situ by the surface photoabsorption~SPA! method
on a submonolayer scale during metalorganic vapor ph
epitaxial growth of a pseudomorphic InAs/InP heterostru
ture on ~001! InP substrates. The dependence of the A

e
he

ts

FIG. 3. Maximum depth of the As/P exchange reaction as a function og.
The solid lines show the SRER and the broken lines the SVER.
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exchange ratio on AsH3 exposure time is shown in Fig. 4
along with our best-fit results using the SVER and SRE
Although the SRER is more realistic than the SVER, it
seen that both models describe the fractional arsenic conc
tration almost equally well. It has been found that the e
change ratio is not sensitive toNske,1 for either case~typi-
cally 0.5 s21! but is sensitive tokdCAs .

FIG. 4. Dependence of the As/P exchange ratio on AsH3 exposure time
along with our best-fit results using the SRER~solid line: g51026,
kdCAs50.3 s21, ke,1Ns50.6 s21) and the SVER~broken line: g51026,
kdCAs50.16 s21, ke,1Ns50.5 s21). The data are from Kobayashi and Koba
yashi ~Ref. 2!.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The surface roughening of InP exposed to As flux h
been investigated theoretically for the same value of
change rate constant and the same ratio of exchange
constants. The actual situation may exist between the SV
and the SRER, although the SRER is more realistic. Tr
sient and steady-state profiles of As in the underlying lay
and the maximum depth of the As/P exchange reaction h
been derived analytically. Two-step kinetics of the As/P e
change reaction can be used to gain better understandin
conventional supperlattice growth involving different grou
V atoms.
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